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Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 474 (386). Adjusted for currency effects and comparable
units, the increase was 9 percent.
Net operating income from Property Management amounted to MSEK 396 (320). Adjusted for currency effects and
comparable units, the increase was 8 percent.
Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 82 (54). Adjusted for currency effects and
comparable units, the increase was 14 percent.
EBITDA amounted to MSEK 450 (350).
Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 527 (376).
Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 290 (235).
Earnings per share amounted to SEK 3.31 (2.49).
EPRA NAV per share amounted to SEK 125.67 (129.77 taking into account provision for dividend of SEK 4.10).

•
•

Pandox signed lease agreements for seven operator hotels in the Nordics with Scandic Hotels Group.
Pandox announced its intention to acquire Silken Berlaymont in Brussels for the equivalent of around MSEK 315.

•
•
•

Pandox is reporting a strong quarter with growth in cash earnings and net asset value of 23 and
16 percent respectively. The drivers behind the increase were a continuing good underlying hotel
market with good growth in both large cities and regional hubs, as well as a positive calendar
effect relating to the Easter holiday.
Pandox maintained a fast business pace with a focus on recently acquired hotels and
implementing established business plans.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, rental income and net operating income
increased by 9 and 8 percent respectively. This was driven by good development throughout the
lease portfolio.
The Easter holiday (in April instead of March as in the previous year) had a positive impact on
growth in rental income and net operating income of 3-4 percentage points.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, net operating income from Operator
Activities increased by 14 percent, supported mainly by an improved hotel market in Brussels.
Pandox’s hotel portfolio in Brussels benefitted in particular from increased demand in the
meeting segment.

The hotel market strengthened in the quarter due to a well-balanced increase in both occupancy
and average prices. RevPAR in Europe increased by 7 percent driven by strong demand in both
the business and leisure segments as well as a positive calendar effect.
Demand in Pandox’s portfolio was driven by congresses and trade fairs as well as balanced
demand from both the business and leisure segments. Growth was divided equality between cities
with international and domestic demand. Larger cities with particularly strong growth were Oslo,
Montreal, Copenhagen and Stockholm. Many German and Nordic regional cities in the lease
portfolio also developed well, which reflected an improved economic development and increased
hotel market demand at the regional level.
After the end of the period Stockholm was hit by a terror attack. Pandox would like to express
deep sympathy to the people who were affected. Due to the relatively limited scope of the incident
however, it is not expected to have any significant effect on Stockholm’s hotel market.

In January Pandox signed an agreement with Scandic Hotels Group for new, 20-year revenuebased leases for seven hotel properties in the Nordic region currently in Operator Activities and an
agreement to transfer the operation of Grand Hotel Oslo. The takeover process is proceeding
according to plan. Four of the hotels were taken over by Scandic in April, two are expected to be
transferred at the beginning of May and the remaining two at the beginning of June. The
agreements confirm Pandox’s business model of active ownership where the Company, by taking
over operations and investments, lays the foundation for new profitable leases.
In April Pandox announced its intention to acquire Silken Berlaymont in Brussels for the
equivalent of around MSEK 315. The acquisition is industrially sound and based on an attractive
valuation. The hotel has 212 rooms and is positioned in a market segment that has good average
prices and stable, high occupancy during week days. The hotel product is underperforming and
offers good improvement potential supported, among other things, by its strong position close to
the European Commission with good public transit both to the city and the airport. The hotel
property adds value to Pandox’s already strong hotel portfolio in Brussels and reinforces the
Company’s position as the leading hotel property owner in the city.

Development in the first quarter indicates increased activity in all of Pandox’s markets. Growth
was reinforced by a positive calendar effect, which will be neutralised in the second quarter.
Based on previous acquisitions and anticipated organic growth driven by markets and
profitable investments in existing portfolios, the prospects are good.

Pandox is an active owner with a business model focused on long-term revenue-based lease
agreements with the market’s best hotel operators. If these conditions are not in place Pandox has
long experience of managing hotel operations itself. Pandox’s specialist expertise and efficient
management systems create opportunities to conduct business across the whole hotel value chain.

 120 hotels
 26,238 rooms
 10 countries
 MSEK 38,630 in portfolio value
Pandox creates shareholder value
over time by increasing cash flow
and property value.

Pandox is aiming for a dividend
pay-out ratio of 40-60 percent of
cash earnings1), with an average
dividend pay-out ratio over time of
around 50 percent, and a loan-tovalue ratio net2) of 45-60 percent.
For 2016 the dividend was SEK
4.10 per share, corresponding to 50
percent of cash earnings. At the end
of the period the loan-to-value ratio
was 46.8 percent.

Despite global macroeconomic development marked by political and geopolitical turbulence,
particularly in countries like the US, the UK, France and Turkey, the global tourism market
remains strong. According to UNWTO, international arrivals increased globally by 4 percent and
in Europe by 2 percent in 2016. The outlook remains positive, with expected growth in 2017 of
3-4 percent globally and 2-3 percent for Europe.
Up to now the security situation in individual destinations has not curbed total demand
appreciably in the international tourism market. Instead travellers are seeking other destinations
that are perceived as safer.
The hotel markets in North America and Europe developed well in general in the first quarter.
A positive calendar effect due to the the Easter holiday (in April instead of March as in the
previous year) contributed further to already strong underlying demand.
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In the US and Canada RevPAR (revenue per available room) increased in the first quarter by 3
and 6 percent respectively. In the US supply increased on a par with demand and occupancy
increased by just over 1 percentage point. Demand also had a dampening effect on the average
price, which increased by just under 3 percent in the first quarter. Canada was impacted by a
strong US dollar, which had a positive impact on demand. RevPAR in Montreal increased by 14
percent in the first quarter as a result of good demand from, i.a., the US, a strong economy
regionally and some capacity limitations due to renovations.
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The Nordic region continued to benefit from a good economic situation, and growth conditions
also improved in Finland. The calendar effect of the Easter holiday also had a positive effect on
growth. RevPAR in Stockholm increased by 11 percent in the first quarter despite a relatively large
increase in capacity in the period (around 5 percent). RevPAR growth in Oslo and Copenhagen
amounted to 15 and 14 percent respectively. In Oslo growth was mainly driven by demand in
combination with the closure of two large hotels due to renovation, while growth in Copenhagen
was evenly distributed between demand and average prices. Demand in Helsinki continued to
improve, RevPAR increased by 5 percent and the new capacity of around 700 rooms has up to
now been well absorbed.
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The hotel markets in Europe as a whole developed well in the first quarter and the RevPAR
increase was very strong, at 7 percent, as a result of both growing demand and improved average
prices. The figures include a certain positive calendar effect from the dates of Easter, but the
underlying trend was good. The hotel markets in Spain, Portugal and Ireland developed very well,
in line with a continuing economic recovery. In Paris and Brussels RevPAR increased by 16 and
5 percent respectively, supported by a sustained recovery after the security events last year. On the
German market – an important market for Pandox – most cities experienced good growth. In
total, RevPAR increased in Germany by 8 percent.

Revenue from Property Management amounted to MSEK 474 (386), an increase of 23 percent,
still driven by a combination of acquired and organic growth in the lease portfolio. Adjusted for
currency effects and comparable units, revenue increased by 9 percent.
Revenue from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 521 (442), an increase of
18 percent. Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, revenue and RevPAR each
increased by 4 percent.
The Group’s net sales amounted to MSEK 995 (828). Adjusted for currency effects and
comparable units, revenue increased by 6 percent.
A positive calendar effect due to the dates of the Easter holiday (in April instead of March as in
the previous year) contributed further to already strong underlying demand.
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Net operating income from Property Management amounted to MSEK 396 (320), an increase of
24 percent. Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, net operating income increased by
8 percent.
Net operating income from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 82 (54), an increase of
52 percent, supported mainly by improved results in Brussels compared with the previous year.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, net operating income increased by 14 percent.
Total net operating income amounted to MSEK 478 (374), an increase of 28 percent.
Central administration costs amounted to MSEK -28 (-24). The increase is mainly explained by
the Company’s geographical expansion.
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EBITDA amounted to MSEK 450 (350), an increase of 29 percent, driven by improved net
operating income for both Property Management and Operator Activities.
Financial expenses amounted to MSEK -131 (-114), which is mainly explained by increased
interest-bearing liabilities after acquisitions carried out and hedging costs. Financial income
amounted to MSEK 1 (0).
Profit before changes in value amounted to MSEK 280 (200), an increase of 40 percent.
Unrealised changes in value for Investment Properties amounted to MSEK 308 (200) and is
explained by a combination of improved underlying cash flows in Pandox’s property portfolio and
a somewhat lower valuation yield requirement. Realised changes in value for Investment
Properties amounted to 0 (159).
Unrealised changes in the value of derivatives amounted to MSEK 77 (-124).
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Current tax amounted to MSEK -30 (-1). The increase is mainly explained by positive results after
acquisitions in Germany, Austria and the Netherlands, as well as allocation effects in the
comparable period. Deferred tax expense amounted to MSEK -108 (-58).
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Profit for the period amounted to MSEK 527 (376) and profit for the period attributable to the
Parent Company’s shareholders amounted to MSEK 522 (374), which is equivalent to SEK 3.31
(2.49) per share.

Cash earnings amounted to MSEK 290 (235), an increase of 23 percent.
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Rental income and other property income amounted to MSEK 474 (386) and net operating
income to MSEK 396 (320), an increase of 23 and 24 percent respectively. The figures include the
seven hotel properties in Europe acquired in December 2016 and Meininger Copenhagen which
was reclassified from Operator Activities on 1 January 2017.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, total rental income and net operating
income increased by 9 and 8 percent respectively. The dates of the Easter holiday (in April instead
of March as in the previous year) had a positive impact on growth in rental income and net
operating income of 3-4 percentage points each.
Development in the comparable lease portfolio was strong, supported by good demand and
increased average prices. Germany, Sweden and Finland saw the highest rental growth for the
quarter.
RevPAR for the 18 hotel properties acquired earlier in Germany increased by 11 percent, which
can be compared with 8 percent for Germany as a whole.
Individual cities with particularly strong development were Düsseldorf, Hamburg and
Frankfurt. In the Nordic region, Stockholm and Helsinki were the strongest. Many German and
Nordic regional towns in the lease portfolio also developed well, which is reflected in improved
economic growth and increased demand hotel market demand.
On 31 March 2017 Investment Properties had a weighted average unexpired lease term
(WAULT) of 13.6 years (31 December 2016: 13.9).
Revenue for the quarter from the eight external asset management agreements in Oslo
amounted to MSEK 0.7 (0.6).
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Revenue from Operator Activities amounted to MSEK 521 (442) and net operating income
amounted to MSEK 82 (54), an increase of 18 and 52 percent respectively, despite reclassification
of Meininger Copenhagen on 1 January 2017. The net operating margin improved to 15.7 (12.2)
percent.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, revenue and net operating income
increased by 4 and 14 percent respectively. The improvement is mainly explained by continued
recovery in Brussels, supported by increased demand in the important conference segment as well
as a positive Easter effect on the portfolio in general. Net operating income in Brussels increased
by 21 percent adjusted for currency effects and comparable units. Some tax relief measures also
benefitted the hotel market in Brussels.
The Nordic region saw some improvement in net operating income despite concluding
investment in preparation for the Scandic Hotels Group’s upcoming takeover of seven hotels in
the second quarter of 2017 and some challenging comparison data. In Germany and Canada, net
operating income was negatively affected by on-going renovations at Hotel Berlin, Berlin and
Hyatt Regency, Montreal.
Adjusted for currency effects and comparable units, RevPAR increased by 4 percent.
Revenue from Grand Hotel Oslo, which Pandox operates without owning the property and
thus has a lower operating margin, amounted to MSEK 44 (24) and net operating income
to MSEK -3 (-8). Grand Hotel Oslo was taken over by Scandic Hotels Group on 25 April 2017.
Adjusted for Grand Hotel Oslo, the net operating margin for Operator Activities
was 17.8 (14.8) percent.
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At the end of the period, Pandox’s property portfolio had a total market value of
MSEK 38,630 (38,233), of which MSEK 30,954 (30,163) was for Investment Properties and
MSEK 7,676 (8,070) for Operating Properties. The market value of Operating Properties is
reported for disclosure purposes only and is included in EPRA NAV. Reclassification of Meininger
Copenhagen was carried out on 1 January 2017. Operating Properties are recognised at cost less
depreciation and any impairment. At the end of the period, the carrying amount of the Operating
Properties portfolio was MSEK 6,144 (6,415). The decrease is mainly the result of the
reclassification of Meininger Copenhagen and changes in exchange rates.
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During the period January-March 2017, investments in the existing portfolio, excluding
acquisitions, amounted to MSEK 157 (84), of which MSEK 92 (53) in Investment Properties and
MSEK 65 (31) in Operating Properties.
At the end of the period, committed investments for future projects equivalent to around
MSEK 900 were approved, of which major projects include Hyatt Regency Montreal, Hotel Berlin,
Berlin, Leonardo Wolfsburg City, Hilton Grand Place Brussels, Elite Park Avenue Gothenburg,
Elite Stora Hotellet in Jönköping, InterContinental Montreal, Meetingpoint Hafjell as well as the
new investment programme with Scandic Hotels Group for 19 hotel properties in the Nordic
region.
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At the end of the period loan-to-value net was 46.8 (46.0) percent. Equity attributable to the
Parent Company’s shareholders amounted to MSEK 15,049 (15,081) and EPRA NAV (net asset
value) was MSEK 19,793 (19,833) after approved but still unpaid dividend of MSEK 646. With the
corresponding adjustment EPRA NAV per share was SEK 129.77 (126.24). Liquid funds plus
unutilised long-term credit facilities, amounted to MSEK 2,329 (2,232).
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At the end of the period the loan portfolio amounted to MSEK 18,698 (18,831). Unutilised longterm credit facilities amounted to MSEK 1,704 (1,715).
The average fixed rate period was 2.6 (2.8) years and the average interest rate, corresponding
to the interest rate level at the end of the period, was 2.6 (2.6) percent including effects of interestrate swaps. The average repayment period was 2.8 (3.0) years. The loans are secured by a
combination of mortgage collateral and pledged shares.
In order to manage interest rate risk and increase the predictability of Pandox’s earnings
streams, interest rate derivatives, mainly interest rate swaps, are used. At the end of the period
Pandox had interest rate swaps amounting to MSEK 11,315 and around 56 percent of Pandox’s
loan portfolio was hedged against interest rate movements for periods longer than one year.
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In order to reduce the currency exposure in foreign investment Pandox’s aim is to finance the
applicable portion of the investment in local currency. Equity is normally not hedged as Pandox’s
strategy is to have a long investment perspective. Currency exposures are largely in form of
currency translation effects.
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Pandox uses interest rate derivatives to achieve a desired interest maturity profile. The market
value of the derivatives portfolio is measured on each closing date, with the change in value
recognised in profit or loss. Upon maturing, the market value of a derivative contract is dissolved
entirely and the change in value over time thus does not affect equity.
On 31 March 2017 the net market value of Pandox’s financial derivatives amounted to
MSEK -658 (-735). The change in the quarter is mainly explained by an increase in the market
interest rate relative to the fixed interest rate in the interest swap contract.

At the end of the period deferred tax assets amounted to MSEK 722 (748). These represent the
book value of tax loss carryforwards which the Company expects to be able to use in upcoming
fiscal years, and temporary measurement differences for interest rate derivatives.
Deferred tax liabilities amounted to MSEK 2,705 (2,582) and relate to temporary differences
between fair value and the taxable value of Investment Properties, as well as temporary
differences between the book value and the taxable value of Operating Properties.
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Pandox appoints Martin Creydt to head Property Management
International
Pandox signs lease agreements with Scandic for seven operator hotels in
the Nordic region
Invitation to Capital Market Day in Stockholm
Year-End Report 2016
Notice to the 2017 Annual General Meeting
Publication of 2016 Annual Report
Press release on the 2017 Annual General Meeting

7 April 2017

Pandox to acquire Silken Berlaymont in Brussels

18 January 2017

To read the full press releases, see www.pandox.se.

Pandox announces its intention to acquire Silken Berlaymont in Brussels for the equivalent of
around MSEK 315.

As of 31 March 2017, Pandox had the equivalent of 1,435 (1,341) full-time employees. Of the total
number of employees, 1,398 (1,309) are employed in the Operator Activities segment and
37 (32) in the Property Management segment and in central administration.

Activities in the Pandox’s property owning companies are administered by staff employed by the
Parent Company, Pandox AB (publ). The costs of these services are invoiced to Pandox’s
subsidiaries. Invoicing during the period January-March 2017 amounted to MSEK 17 (15), and the
profit for the period amounted to MSEK -47 (-54).
At the end of the period the Parent Company’s shareholders’ equity amounted to
MSEK 3,018 (3,712) and interest bearing debt of MSEK 5,080 (5,085), of which
MSEK 5,017 (4,997) in the form of long-term debt.

The Parent Company carries out transactions with subsidiaries in the Group. Such transactions
mainly entail allocation of centrally incurred administration cost and interest relating to
receivables and liabilities. All related party transactions are entered into on market terms.
Eiendomsspar AS owns 5.1 percent of 21 hotel properties in Germany and 9.9 percent of
another hotel property in Germany, which were acquired by Pandox in 2015 and 2016. A
temporary minority holding of 5.1 percent for the two hotel properties in Austria is expected to be
dissolved in 2017.
Pandox has entered into asset management agreements regarding eight hotels located in Oslo
and the Pelican Bay Lucaya Resort in the Grand Bahama Island, which are owned by
Eiendomsspar AS, subsidiaries of Eiendomsspar AS and affiliates of Helene Sundt AS and CGS
Holding AS respectively. During the first quarter revenue from the asset management agreements
amounted to MSEK 0.7 (0.6), and revenue from Pelican Bay Lucaya amounted to MSEK 0.2 (0.2).
Pandox operates Grand Hotel Oslo under a lease agreement with the property owner
Eiendomsspar AS, which will be terminated during the second quarter 2017. Pandox intends to
enter into an asset management agreement with Eiendomsspar AS regarding Grand Hotel Oslo.
During the first quarter rental payments for Grand Hotel Oslo amounted to MSEK 11 (5).

Pandox applies the European Securities and Market Authority’s (ESMA) guidelines for Alternative
Performance Measurements. The guidelines aim at making alternative Performance
Measurements in financial reports more understandable, trustworthy and comparable and
thereby enhance their usability. According to these guidelines, an Alternative Performance
Measurement is a financial key ratio of past or future earnings development, financial position,
financial result or cash flows which are not defined or mentioned in current legislation for
financial reporting; IFRS and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The guidelines are mandatory for
financial reports published after 3 July, 2016. Reconciliations of Alternative Performance
Measurements are available on pages 20-21.

At the end of the period, the total number of undiluted and diluted shares outstanding amounted
to 75,000,000 A shares and 82,499,999 B shares. For the period, the weighted number of shares
before and after dilution amounted to 75,000,000 A shares and 82,499,999 B shares.

Pandox seeks to achieve the lowest possible financing costs while simultaneously limiting risks
related to interest rates, foreign currencies and borrowings.
Pandox seeks to manage the risk that changes in interest rate levels could negatively affect
Pandox’s results. Pandox’s objective is that interest rate exposure is managed so that increased
costs as a result of reasonable changes in interest rates are compensated through higher revenues.
Pandox seeks to achieve this objective through maintaining a loan portfolio with varying maturity
dates and fixed interest periods.
Further, Pandox has developed and implemented systems and procedures designed to support
continuous monitoring and reporting of interest rate exposures. Pandox enters into interest-rate
swaps to obtain fixed interest rates on a certain part of its debt portfolio.
Pandox’s balance sheet and income statement are exposed to changes in the value of the
Swedish Krona, as certain of Pandox’s assets are denominated in foreign currencies. Pandox seeks
to hedge a part of this exposure through entering into loans in the local currency where Pandox’s
assets are located.
Pandox seeks to manage the risk that external financing may become more difficult to access.
Pandox’s objective is to enter into long-term framework agreements. Pandox aims to centralise,
where possible, all Group borrowing in the Parent Company in order to gain flexibility and
administrative benefits.

Pandox’s business and market are subject to certain risks which are completely or partly outside
the control of the Company and which could affect Pandox’s business, financial condition and
results of operations. These direct and indirect risks are the same for the Group and the Parent
Company, with the exception that the Parent Company does not engage directly in hotel
operations. Risks are the same both on a short and long-term basis.
Risk factors include, among others, the main following sector risks and risks related to the
operations: (1) The value of Pandox’s assets is exposed to macroeconomic fluctuations and the
liquidity in the property market could decline. (2) Pandox is subject to risks in its business of
repositioning and transforming hotel properties. (3) Pandox’s costs of maintaining, replacing and
improving its existing properties could be higher than estimated. (4) Pandox might be unable to
identify and acquire suitable hotel properties. (5) Pandox may from time to time carry out
acquisitions of new hotel properties, all of which are subject to risks. (6) Pandox may be unable to
retain, and recruit, key personnel in the future. (7) Pandox depends on third party operators’
reputation, brand, ability to run their businesses successfully and financial condition. (8) Pandox
is exposed to environmental risks. (9) Pandox is exposed to interest rate fluctuations. (10) Pandox
is exposed to the risk of being unable to refinance its facility agreements when they fall due. (11)
Pandox is subject to certain risks common to the hotel industry, which are beyond the Company’s
control. (12) The hotel industry is characterised by intense competition and Pandox may be unable
to compete effectively in the future. (13) New business models may enter the hotel industry. (14)
The growth of Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) could materially and adversely affect Pandox’s
business and profitability.

The hotel industry is seasonal in nature. The periods during which the Company’s properties
experience higher revenues vary from property to property, depending principally upon location
and the customer base served. Since the majority of the customers that stay at Pandox owned or
operated hotels are business travellers, the Company’s total revenues have historically been
greater particularly in the second quarter. The timing of holidays and major events can also
impact the Company’s quarterly results.

Pandox AB (publ) is a Swedish limited liability company (corporate reg. no. 556030-7885) with its
registered office in Stockholm, Sweden. Pandox was formed in 1995 and the company’s B shares
are listed on Nasdaq Stockholm since 18 June 2015.

Pandox Sustainability Report 2016 has been published on the Company’s website,
www.pandox.se/sustainability. The report is inspired by GRI’s global guidelines and is Pandox’s
first standalone sustainability report. The report contains topics and targets covering the
Company’s five focus areas for sustainability, which is part of Pandox’s overall business strategy.
Key targets include to (1) halve Pandox’s greenhouse gas emissions by 2020, (2) have certified or
begun certification of all hotels within Operator Activities in accordance with Green Key or
equivalent during 2017, and (3) achieve ISO 14001 certification for Pandox’s head office as well as
the hotel properties within Operator Activities in Germany during 2017. In addition, all Pandox’s
employees shall complete a group-wide online training in the Company’s codes’ of conduct,
including anti-corruption, safety and business ethics, on an annual basis from 2017.

This report contains forward-looking statements. Such statements are subject to risks and
uncertainties as various factors, many of which are beyond the control of Pandox AB’s (publ), may
cause actual developments and results to differ materially from the expectations expressed in this
report.

The report has been translated from Swedish. The Swedish text shall govern for all purposes and
prevail in the event of any discrepancy.

This interim report has not been examined by the Company’s auditors.

Stockholm 4 May, 2017.

Anders Nissen, CEO

More information about Pandox and our financial calendar is available at www.pandox.se.

Pandox will present the interim report for institutional investors, analysts and media via a
webcasted telephone conference, 4 May 09:00 CEST.
To follow the presentation online go to http://media.fronto.com/cloud/pandox/170504. To
participate in the conference call and ask questions, please call one of the telephone numbers
indicated below about 10 minutes before the start of the presentation. The presentation material
will be available at www.pandox.se at approximately 08:00 CEST.
SE: +46 (0)8 503 36 434
UK LocalCall: 08444933800
US LocalCall: 16315107498
Conference ID: 1042888
A recorded version of the presentation will be available at www.pandox.se.

For further information, please contact:
Anders Nissen
CEO
+46 (o) 708 46 02 02
Liia Nõu
CFO
+46 (0) 702 37 44 04
Anders Berg
Head of Communications and IR
+46 (0) 760 95 19 40

This information is information that Pandox AB (publ) is obliged to make public pursuant to the
EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was submitted for publication, through the agency
of the contact persons set out above, at 07:00 CEST on 4 May 2017.
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At the end of the period, Pandox’s property portfolio comprised 120 (31 December, 2016: 120)
hotel properties with 26,238 (31 December, 2016: 26,240) hotel rooms in ten countries. Pandox’s
main geographical focus, which represents approximately 60 percent of the portfolio by market
value, is the Nordics. Of the owned hotel properties, 99 are leased to third parties, which mean
that approximately 80 percent of the portfolio market value is covered by external leases.
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The majority of Pandox’s tenant base consists of well-known hotel operators with strong hotel
brands in their respective markets. The tenants are both Nordic-oriented hotel operators, such as
Scandic (the largest hotel operator in the Nordics with more than 200 hotels), Nordic Choice, and
operators focused on other regions and global markets such as Fattal (Leonardo), Rezidor
(Radisson Blu), Hilton and NH.
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Average interest expenses based on interest rate maturity in
respective currency as a percentage of interest-bearing debt.
EBITDA plus financial income less financial cost less current tax.
Total net operating income less central administration (excluding
depreciation).

EBITDA plus financial income less financial expense less current
tax, after non-controlling interest, divided by the weighted
average number of shares outstanding.
Proposed/approved dividend for the year divided by the weighted
average number of outstanding shares after dilution at the end of
the period.

Recognised equity as a percentage of total assets.
Revenue less directly related costs for Property Management.

Profit for the period attributable to the Parent Company’s
shareholders divided by the weighted average number of shares
outstanding.

Revenue less directly related costs for Operator Activities
including depreciation of Operator Activities.

Equity attributable to the Parent Company’s shareholders, divided
by the number of shares outstanding at the end of the period.

Growth measure that excludes effects of acquisitions, sales and
reclassifications as well as exchange rate changes.

Recognised equity, attributable to the Parent Company’s
shareholders, including reversal of derivatives, deferred tax asset
derivatives, deferred tax liabilities related to the properties and
revaluation of Operating Properties, divided by the total number
of shares outstanding after dilution at the end of the period.

Accumulated percentage change in EPRA NAV, with dividends
added back, for the immediately preceding 12-month period.
Profit before changes in value plus financial expense and
depreciation, divided by financial expense.
Investments in non-current assets excluding acquisitions.
Interest-bearing liabilities minus liquid funds as a percentage of
the properties’ market value at the end of the period.
Interest-bearing liabilities less cash and cash equivalents and
short-term investments that are equivalent to cash and cash
equivalents.

Total comprehensive income attributable to the Parent
Company’s shareholders divided by the weighted average number
of share outstanding after dilution at the end of the period.
The weighted average number of outstanding shares taking into
account changes in the number of shares outstanding, before
dilution, during the period.
The weighted average number of outstanding shares taking into
account changes in the number of shares outstanding, after
dilution, during the period.

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Net operating income corresponds to gross profit for Property
Management.

Market value of Investment Properties plus market value of
Operating Properties.

Gross profit for Operator Activities plus depreciation included in
costs for Operator Activities.

Number of owned hotel properties at the end of the period.

Net operating income for Operator Activities in relation to total
revenue from Operator Activities.

Number of rooms in owned hotel properties at the end of the
period.

Profit or loss attributable to the shareholders of the Parent
Company rolling twelve months as a percentage of average equity
attributable to the shareholders of the Parent Company for the
same period of time. At interim reports, the return is also
calculated on a rolling twelve month basis. Average shareholders’
equity is calculated as the sum of opening and closing balance
divided by two.

Revenue per available room, i.e. total revenue from sold rooms
divided by the number of available rooms. Comparable units are
defined as hotel properties that have been owned and operated
during the entire current period and the comparative period.
Constant exchange rate is defined as the exchange rate for the
current period, and the comparative period is recalculated based
on that rate.

Since amounts have been rounded off in MSEK, the tables do not
always add up.

Average lease term remaining to expiry, across the property
portfolio, weighted by contracted rental income.
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